POS | PART # | PART NAME | QTY
--- | --- | --- | ---
01 | KD25394004 | HANGER | 1
02 | NORM PART | M4 X 6 COUNTERSUNK | 2
03 | KD199110007 | BOTTLE CAGE SCREW | 2

MATERIAL  ALUMINUM 6061
WHEELSIZE  29” MAX. 2.2”/56MM TIRE – 27.5” MAX. 2.2”/56MM TIRE
TRAVEL  FRONT 100MM
HEADSET  UPPER 25 Ø44MM – LOWER 25 Ø44MM
FORK  29” – LENGTH 100MM – RAKE 51MM – 27.5” – LENGTH 489MM – RAKE 42MM
SEATPOST / SEATCLAMP  Ø27.2MM – Ø31.8MM – MINIMUM INSERT 100MM
FRONT AXLE  100MM / Ø9MM
REAR BRAKEMOUNT  Ø140MM – MAX. ROTOR Ø180MM
REAR AXLE  135MM / Ø9MM
RD HANGER  FOCUS
BOTTOM BRACKET  BS423MM
MAX SYSTEM WEIGHT  110 KG